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state ; but she had become suspicious of English policy and /
alienated by Hanoverian distrust.    Russia had been pushed j
into a sullen opposition to England which lasted for over a I
quarter of a century.   At the same time England had lost her ')
independence of action in Central Europe by recognising the \
Pragmatic Sanction, though here she only followed the lead  I
of Spain, Russia and Prussia, and she herself was followed /
by Holland, Denmark and France.    England stood face to
face with an inevitable conflict with France and Spain for
colonial and commercial supremacy.    Her solitary ally was;
Austria, whose help would be negligible and whose demands;
for assistance would be considerable.   Walpole has be
severely criticised therefore for his neutrality in the War/Eon3nter. ,/
of the Polish Succession, on "Sie grounds that he merely
postponed" an'lnevitable conflict and irritated his only ally^
Austria.    "Austria, our chief available ally (Prussia had\
not yet emerged as a Great Power), was humiliated and /
depressed.    France, through our inaction, was once more/
the dominant power in Europe. . . .   Walpole's resolute!
neutrality in the War of 1733 . . . was at any rate partially^
responsible for those later wars, in which disaster was only!
averted by something like a miracle, which neither he nor\
the country had any right to expect/'1   There is evidently
much reason in that criticism: yet it may still be doubted
whether an earlier intervention against the Bourbons would
really have profited us.    That the struggle was postponed,
and not averted, is clear: yet that very postponement was
perhaps to England's advantage, for every year of peace
brought greater dynastic security and greater commercial
success.    Her foes were more confident, and perhaps more
powerful, in 1740 than in 1733, yet she also was more fully pre-
pared for the struggle at the later date.   Further, England's
intervention in the purely European struggle benefited her
little in the War of the Austrian Succession, and it was per-
haps better that she should not have plunged earlier into that
struggle, but that she should remain at peace until her eyes/
had been opened to her real interests across the seas.	'
1 Sir R. Lodge, English Neutrality in War of Polish Succession.
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